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THE LONGITUDINAL COUPLING IMPEDANCE OF STEP DISCONTINUITIES IN A CIRCULAR 3EAM TUBE*
H. Hahn and S. Zaczt

The longitudinal coupling Impedance presented by
a single wall discontinuity to the circulating beam in
a circular accelerator or storage ring is usually an-
alyzed by considering a "developed" periodic struc-
ture. However, the cyplcal parameters are often such
that it becomes adequate to treat the discontinuity as
a nonperiodic problem. Using modal field matching
method*, solutions ware derived for the cases of a
single as well as a double-step discontinuity In a cir-
cular beam tube. Numerical results are presented in
this paper and the typical behavior at low frequency,
at resonance, and above cut-off is discussed.

I. Introduction

The coupling impedance presented by a single wall
discontinuity to the circulating beam in a circular
accelerator or storage ring is usually analyzed by con-
sidering a "developed" periodic structure.1>Z However,
the typical parameters are such that it becomes ade-
quate to treat the cavity as a nonperiodic problem.
For example, below the cut-off frequency of the vacuum
chamber the circumference of the machine Is very much
larger than the cut-off wave length, and the circular
character of the machine becomes Inconsequential. The
same reasoning holds above cut-off frequency, if the
circuoference is also much larger than the attenuation
length, typically on the order or' a few 100 m. Further-
more, since measurements are conveniently performed
only on structures of small dimensions the coupling Im-
pedance of a single discontinuity must be understood.
These arguments suggest the need for an analytical
treatment of the nonperiodic case.

In the present paper the simple, yet representa-
tive case of a double-step cross section change in a
circular vacuum chamber is analyzed (Fig. 1). The case
of a modulated beam interacting with a single cavity at
resonance has been previously considered by various
authors.3'4 The present study was Inspired by Hereward
who analyzed a single-step cross section change in a
very wide rectangular chamber.' His result was that a
single-step discontinuity represents a nonrcsonant in-
ductance below cut-off but that it exhibits also a
lossy resistive component above cut-off. The scope of
this paper is chosen to cover the single as well as
double-step discontinuity in order to include the study
of resonant effects.

The single-step solution could be obtained by con-
sidering very long lossy cavities. The analysis is
simplified by treating the two case* separately; the
losses then enter only as perturbation of the ideal
solution. The mathematical approach taken here cm-
sU-ys field expansions In subregions and field match-
ing along common surfaces. A Judicious choice of the
subregions Is important to achieve rapid convergence
and transparency of the formulae. Matching of field*
on transverse planes9 appears particularly suited to ;
the problem on hand. However, space limitation* sad* :
it necessary to omit all mathematical derivations,.

" The scop* of ehts paper 1* Halted to the case t f
extreme relativijtic particle*. Nevertheless, tbe r e
juicing solution exhibits ail expected qualitative
feacuras of a single cavity7: Low-frequency inductance,
cavity resonances below cut-off damped only by wall
losses, cavity resonances above cut-off damped by
radiation into the vacuum chamber. A quantitative
comparison with published results, as far as avail-
able, indicates general but not complete agreement.
In particular, it was found that an earlier version. ._ .
at :hls papers tn which only the dominant space

harmonies ware retained yielded marginal results. Two
aspects of the single-step solution are worth pointing
out: (1) The Z/n can show a resonance-like enhance-
ment et the cut-off frequency of che larger tube, and
(2) the Z/n well above the cut-off frequency of the
larger tube is mostly resistive in nature and decreases
inversely with frequency.

II. Fields In a Smooth Vacuum Chamber

For the purpose of the subsequent analysis we at
first consider a riodulaced particle beam traveling with
velocity v«e on ene axis of a smooth vacuum chamber.
The beam is assuned Co be stiff, that is, fields gener-
ated by the environment do not change the Initial mo-
tion or charge distribution. To simplify the expres'
sions a filamentary current of unit strength is assumed,
1 • exp(-jkz)exp(.]'xt). Have number fc and frequency JU
are related by <i-k in natural units (c-uo"D- Omitting
the common true factor exp(j-xt), one can write for the
three field components t;3"O and Ecg>Hcc3>(2f?r)~^. The
field configuration of the filamentary beam is that of
a coaxial transmission line, which is at the basis of
bench measurements of the coupling impedance.9

The will-known expression for the coupling impe-
dance of the smooch vacuum chamber1'0 cannot be derived
using the assumption of a filamentary beam (and cer-
tainly nee if v c ) . However, it is thought thac the
calculation of the additional coupling impedance result-
ing frctTi the discontinuities in the vacuum chamber will
not be affected by these simplifications. It must be*
expected that the extreme relativlstic solution loses
its validity at frequencies at or above Sy times the
cut-off frequency of the beam tube.''''

T.Ii. Sinzle-Stea Solution

General Expressions. The general expressions for
the fields in the presence of a single-step are repre-
sented as the sum of (1) the smooth-wall beam fields
and (2) the additional fields required to satisfy the
boundary conditions, E'Eg+E'jjt and H^Hg+H^jj. The beam
fields are given above, whereas the induced fields are
written as series with expansion coefficients c| and
e*1. The solution is obtained by the usual modal field
Matching which leads to the matrix equacioaa in the ex-
pansion coefficients (3kIA-«I1)cII"V and e W e 1 1 .
Having dntenained the expansion coefficients, one ob-
tains the longitudinal coupling impedance, Z«?+JxA,
from • lfc

*••;-fw**** * •
Note chat the usual stability criterion11 Involves the
coupling Impedance, Z, divided by che mode number, n«kR,
•-rich R che average radius of che machine. Evaluating
the Integral yields ? and A as weighted suns over all
c| and c « .

In a circular machine, geometry dictates the exclu-
sive presence of double-step discontinuities albeit far
removed from each other and noncommunicating. As a
consequence che p terms due to an up and down step
cancel and the beam sees only ehe A term, i.e.,
Z/n-jA/R per single step. 1-938-79-

J r ;

* Work performed under the auspices of the U.S. Depart-
aenc of Energy.

f 3rookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, MY 11973 Fig. 1. Geometry.
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Low—Freouency Limit. The expressions for Che coup**

ling Impedance of a single step in the low-frequency
limit vert derived and numerical results obtained. la
Fig. 2 the seep inductance, actually A/M-b), is plot-
ted as function of the step size, S«d/b. Also shown
are results published by Sell and Zotter.1 The prob-
lea considered here is comparable to the scattering of
waves by a step in the outer conductor of a coaxial
waveguide, for vhieh Hareuvicz12 quotes the result
CS-S-1«« , _,

A/(d - b) - (2*> z « U + 2 la 2« l)
Gocd agreeaent is found. On the other hand, the first
order approximation3 ,

A/(d - b) - S/[2n i§i .Jo
shows only a marginal agreement. _

Frequency Dependence. In Fig. 3 the behavior of
the seep inductance, uoraallzed to its value ee zero
frequency is shown. Below cut-off of the larger tube
A is strictly reel, above cut-off an imaginary eoopo-
nenc of A corresponding to beam loss Into the vacuum
chamber appears. Since the analysis is based on loss-
less structures, the energy is dissipated at infinity.
In practice, the energy is dissipated within about one
attenuation length from the discontinuity. Whereas
the character of A changes at the cut-off frequency
u"JOl/d of the larger cube, passing through cuc-off
iu'Jot/b of the smaller Cuba produces only minor ripples.

The absolute value of |A| over a wider frequency
range is shown in Fig. 4. A strong resonance-like en-
hancement can be seen at all frequencies corresponding
eo oi-Jon/d. Strictly speaking, this is not a resonance
since the impedance is inductive above as veil as below
the peak. The enhancement is strongest at cut-off
(n*l) and its value dependent on the step size (shown
as solid curve in Fig. 5). At very high frequencies,
a>»J0l/d» Che character of A is essentially imaginary
(i.e. Che coupling lapedance is resistive). The value
of the "resonant" peaks decreases like
[A| • A«jOid--/ai, vhich Is depicted by the dashed
curve la Fig. 5.

IT. Double-Step Solution

The Low-Frequency Limit. The general solution for
the lossless double-step (Fig. 1), valid at all fre-
quencies, is obtained by the sass approach used above.
The results for the Iow-fxequenc7 limit are given in
Fig. 6, where Che quaatity Z?./n(d-b) is plotted as a
function of che step sise with the cavity length, 2g/d,
as parameter. As expected, a long cavity <2g»d) be-
haves like two'single steps. A comparison of the re-
sults in Fig. 6 with the approximation3
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Fig. 2. Single-seep inductance at low frequency.

Fig. 3. Single-step frequency dependence.
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Fig. 4. Single-step frequency dependence.
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ihovs reasonable agreement for sufficiently large seep
sizes (S>1.1) and short cavities (2g<d).

Cavity above Cut-off. Above the eut-off frequency
upJQj/b of the bean tube, the coupling Impedance shows
numerous peaks corresponding to the cavity resonances.
The presence of the beam tube provides a natural damp-
ing of the resonances; nevertheless, the first reso-
nances above cut-off can show a narked enhancement over
the low frequency value. A full parametric study is
beyond the scope of this paper. The results shown In
Fig. 7 say serve as typical example, where the fre-
quency dependence of A/A(O) is mapped onto a Smith
chart. The reduction of the resonant peaks with fre-
quency has been studied numerically and, grosso modo,
a variation with J. 5 was found. However, Che sampling
of cases wa* not large enough to preclude a somewhat
different dependence (s to »"' are expected to be
the limits).

Cavity at Resonance. Below cut-off of the beam
cube, the cavity created by Che double-step disconti-
nuity will have one or more sharp resonances. The
largest coupling impedance Is presented by the dominant
TMgjn-like resonance. The relevant parameter, coupling
impedance Z divided by quality factor Q, may be derived
from chc homogenous field equations, i.e. with the beam
absent," according to

HH*dV
with V

The results are conveniently presented by normalizing
them to che value for a pure IMQ^Q cavlcy without beam
tube, for which ,

zfB.o> 2- sm-(j0Ig/d) _
Q " ^ 3 j 2 ( j j g/d

The variation of Z/Z(b>0) with the beam tube radius Is
shown in Fig. 8 for the TMg^Q-like resonance. The
cavity length g/d > V?/JQI corresponds roughly to the
worse case of strongcse coupling.
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Fig. 7. Double-step frequency dependence (Smith
chart).
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A III. Single Step Solutioa

The field expansions

APPENDS

EII „ 1 _

with

snd

The solution in matrix fora

e* - A c 1

JonJo0trng) .II

tod

with

«ad

The «lti(l«-*tip coupling inptdmc*

it1 c1 t^c11

- . 1 - ««n , ,1 r V n

vith T*1 - tgh k"g .

'The doable-step coupling iapedance as above vith

«1: - 2{1
Q Q

+ k^k" 1 slakg coakg)}

+ k11!:"1 tgh(k"g) slakg coakg]
Zu ZQ

- k^k"1 ctgh(k^s) »inkg coskg])

A IV.2 TM010-like Sasonanca

Tha datatolnaatal equation for ch« resonant frequency
and th* expansion eoeffieiants 1 :

0 .

The voltage:-

"on i^oa

+ ̂ r i i j f o > { kLk"1 eosfc« -slnk8}

The stored energy

o/HH*dV

'ZQI COX

A 17. I Double-Seen Solutioa

The field expansions are defined

siah

~^~Z I { een t±akt * J com CMks>
lC3om>

The solution

&IA + SIV

(AS^ + ^ V

and

la matrix font
[I) t • V

C I - l ) » - T .


